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Battery Allowed Baserunning (BAB): What it is and why you need it 
 
I set out the other day to try to develop an equation that can predict, with reasonable 
accuracy, the number of runs a team will allow. I intended to use Fielding Independent 
Pitching Minus (FIP-) and Ultimate Zone Rating (UZR) (see my blog post to come on 
this research for why I used those two statistics) but noticed one position that had gone 
unaccounted for thus far: catching. UZRs don’t exist for catchers because UZR is based 
on Outfield Run Arms (ARM), Double-Play Runs (DPR), Range Runs (RngR), and Error 
Runs (ErrR)1, none of which are among the most relevant statistics for catchers. While 
catchers do play a role in bunts, popups, and plays-at-the-plate, the most important 
aspects of the position, and where the most variability exists, is in the baserunning game. 
Blocking pitches and throwing out baserunners are the responsibilities of a catcher that 
have the greatest impact on the game.  
 
Obviously I’m far from the first one to set out to quantify a catcher’s impact on the game. 
In fact, incredible progress has been made by the likes of The Fielding Bible who 
calculate the metric Stolen Base Runs Saved (rSB) to measure a catcher’s effect on 
stealing and Bojan Koprivica who calculates Passed Pitch Runs (RPP)2 to measure the 

catcher’s ability to block errant pitches3. While both of these are good metrics∗ to 
measure a catcher’s value, they will never be adequate predictors in a team-based context 
because they don’t account for the other half of the equation: the pitcher. Catcher 
baserunning defense will forever be connected to the pitcher. Stolen bases are dependent 
upon the lead and jump that the runner gets, both of which depend on the pitcher’s 
pickoff move, predictability on when he throws over and when he goes to the plate, and 
the speed of his delivery. Likewise the number of bases taken via wild pitches and passed 
balls depends on the accuracy of the pitcher. 
 
Where I differ from my predecessors is what I decided to do with this undeniable 
interconnectedness. They tried to control for the pitcher by measuring the variation 
catchers have from past averages. This is necessary when searching for a stat to measure 
a catcher’s independent value. I instead decided to take my catching metric and turn it 
into a metric that measures both the pitcher and catcher together (hence Battery Allowed 
Baserunning). In doing so, the metric lost its capability to assess either player’s 
individual impact, but gained the ability to measure their combined impact on the team. It 
also became more innately accurate because it is strictly a measure of observable events, 
rather than an experimental determination. No matter how impeccable the statistical 
procedure, any attempt to extract additional meaning or relevance from the numbers 
creates the risk of error.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
* I’m skeptical on the validity of the Stolen Base Runs Saved metric because it hinges on the ability to use 
a pitcher’s past history of allowing stolen bases as a baseline for how easy or hard they make it for runners 
to steal. The way this would work would be if the stolen base attempts off a pitcher were spread out over a 
large number of catchers with varying abilities so that the ability of the catcher on a given stolen base 
attempt would be random. However, many pitchers have pitched mostly to just a few catchers, which 
would not achieve the necessary randomness. For the time being, I’ll take rSB’s acceptance by the baseball 
community as sufficient vetting but if nothing else I would point to this as another reason why a new metric 
is needed. 
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Enough with the preview, lets get into it. I assembled data from the years 2003 to 2014 
(every complete season with UZR data because I intended to go back with these number 
to my original inquiry). I selected the statistics Stolen Bases (SB), Caught Stealing (CS), 
Wild Pitches (WP), Passed Balls (PB), Pickoffs (PK), and Balks (BK) as those that 
resulted from the battery and set about combining them.  

 
 
I aggregated Wild Pitches and Passed Balls because the only difference between the two 
is the blame assigned by the official scorer. BAB measures the impact of the battery and 
being that both WPs and PBs are attributable to the battery, both should be included. 
Furthermore, a given ball that gets by the catcher and allows runners to advance is 
completely random as to if it is a PB or WP—that is to say one does not happen more or 
less often in a given situation (eg. Mostly with 1 runner on base; scarcely with two outs) 
than the other. As such, they can be equally weighted. By the same logic I added balks to 
this sum. Oversimplified, all three are accidents by the pitcher or catcher that aren’t 
influenced by the situation. I call this sum of Wild Pitches, Passed Balls, and Balks  
non-Stolen Base Advancement (nonSBadv). 

 
I stressed the randomness of the Wild Pitches, Passed Balls, and Balks because Stolen 
Base Attempts do not occur randomly. Rather, their likelihood depends upon the 
situation. A wild pitch is equally likely to occur with the bases loaded as when there is 
just a runner on first. However, a triple steal is nowhere near as likely as a runner on first 
stealing second with no one else on base. Likewise a balk with a runner on second is just 
as likely to occur with one out as it is two outs. On the contrary, the tendency of a runner 
to steal is influenced by the out total. For example, runners are generally less likely to 
steal third with two outs than with one because with one out reaching third gains the 
advantage of being able to score on a sacrifice fly or a ground out but that doesn’t work 
with two outs. The same goes for the score of the game, the inning, and so forth but you 
get the idea. The point is Stolen Base Attempts and non-Stolen Base Advancement need 
to be treated separately because the odds of the former is influenced by the situation 
while the odds of the latter not. 
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non-‐Stolen	  Base	  
Advancement	  

WP	   +	   PB	   +	   BK	  
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As for combining the last three stats, Stolen Bases, Caught Stealings, and Pickoffs, the 
easy part was the latter two. I added them because they have the exact same result—
increasing the out total by one and removing a baserunner. I called this sum Baserunning 
Out (BRout).  
 

 
 

 
The only possible issue with this is that catching a runner stealing also keeps the runner 
from advancing a base while pickoffs don’t always do this. Sometimes, and I would 
argue most of the time, pickoffs happen because of a bad jump or abnormally large lead 
due to a runner’s plans to steal on that pitch or soon thereafter. Furthermore, many 
pickoffs occur when a player doesn’t even try to get back to their former base on a 
pickoff throw and are thrown out in the ensuing run-down. This situation is almost 
precisely the same as a stolen base attempt. Other times, however, the pitcher just has a 
good move and catches the runner off guard, despite the runner having no plans to steal. I 
didn’t have a good way to account for this, being that pickoffs aren’t classified in any 
way. Since pickoffs are far less common than caught stealings I decided to just let this 
one slide. 
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This leaves me with just one stat unaccounted for: stolen bases. I couldn’t simply subtract 
baserunning outs from stolen bases because they are not the same. A caught stealing 
increases the out total, while a stolen base does not decrease it; a stolen base advances a 
baserunner a base while a caught stealing doesn’t just move a runner back a base, it 
eliminates them entirely. For example, given a runner on second with less than two outs, 
if the runner steals third the advantage is that he can now be scored on some groundouts 
and flyouts and all non-Stolen Base Advancements. However, if the runner is thrown out 
at third all opportunities for the runner to be scored via a hit and all opportunities that 
include advancing over multiple at-bats are lost. The latter loss is much greater than the 
former gain.  
 
To measure that exact difference I turned to run potentials. The stolen base run potential 
measures the additional runs, on average, that are scored after a stolen base as opposed to 
the former state. The same goes for caught stealing except for that those numbers are 
always negative because fewer runs are expected to be scored after a caught stealing than 
otherwise would have been. Over the period 2003-2014, the SB run potential was always 
0.2 while the CS run potential was anywhere between -0.377 and -0.439, depending on 
the year. (Since I earlier deemed Caught Stealings and Pickoffs to be statistically 
equivalent I allowed the CS run potential to represent both.) For each year I divided the 
loss in run potential from a caught stealing by the gain in run potential from a stolen base. 
In essence, I did this to use the run potentials as a ratio. The ratio I created was the ratio 
of loss from a caught stealing to the gain from a stolen base.  

 
As I said above, a stolen base results in a one base advancement while a caught stealing 
results in a hindrance that is much greater, much greater than one base. By multiplying 
the above ratio/dividend by each Baserunning Out total, those totals become the overall 
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loss in bases, the same unit as stolen bases. Now the new, weighted BRout total can be 
subtracted from (or added to if you keep the negative sign in CS run potential and your 
ratio is thus negative) the stolen base total. This quantity is called Net Stealing (NS). 
 
 

 
 
 
One important question I’m sure you have is how to approach decreased stolen base 
attempts against well-respected batteries. This is a question I wrestled with quite a bit. 
The explanation that finally made sense was this: think about the advantage of a well-
respected battery as that of a pitcher with an excellent pickoff move. Yes, from time to 
time runners will be picked-off but that’s not the purpose of the pickoff. The purpose is to 
keep the runners close so that they rarely attempt to steal bases—that they advance the 
minimum amount, only the amount allowed by hits, walks, HBPs, etc., and that when 
they do try to steal they are at such a disadvantage that they get thrown out. Applying this 
back to the battery as a whole, the best battery is the one that has a negative Net Stealing 
value (for whom attempting to steal against will have a negative net impact in the long 
run), but not necessarily a hugely negative Net Stealing value because the original intent 
of a strong battery is to keep runners from advancing, not to get them out. A Net Stealing 
value of 0 should be regarded as success because it means no bases were taken. The 
original purpose was achieved. A well-respected battery’s Net Stealing is bound to be 
low because NS is a counting stat, measuring the total bases taken against a given battery 
and you can’t take very many if your number of attempts is low. Therefore, the Net 
Stealing values of well-respected batteries does not have to be adjusted for low numbers 
of stolen base attempts because the advantage this entails is already reflected in their Net 
Stealing consequentially being a low number, be it a low positive one or a low negative 
one.  

Net	  
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X	   	  CS	  Run	  Pot.÷	  SB	  Run	  Pot.)	  
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The final task is to merge non-Stolen Base Advancement with Net Stealing. This is not a 
task for a simple sum because Net Stealing’s unit is bases, as I painstakingly ensured 
above, but non-Stolen Base Advancement’s is not. A wild pitch with the bases loaded is a 
single wild pitch, as is a wild pitch with just one runner on base. The glaring issue is that 
the former situation resulted in three bases being taken while the latter in just one base, 
but both are valued as one unit, one nonSBadv. To solve this I return to a concept I 
referenced earlier—that nonSBadvs are totally random and no more or less likely based 
on the number of runners on base (ROB). Therefore, the total number of bases taken on 
nonSBadvs should mirror the average number of runners on base at a given moment. 
Although, I must clarify this to the average number of runners on base at a given 
moment, provided that at least one runner is on base. A wild pitch with the bases empty is 
not reflected in the box score so the numbers would be skewed if I included those 
situations as being possible scenarios for a nonSBadv. Because the only data available 
was from an offensive perspective—tracking the number of runners on base when each 
hitter was at-bat, I had to settle for creating yearly league averages to be used for every 
team. I did this by taking the total number of runners that were on base during plate 
appearances and dividing that by the number of plate appearances that had runners on 
base. 

 
Once I had the average ROB with ROB I multiplied that number by each nonSBadv 
value to make the unit bases and therefore able to be combined without unintended 
weighting to my Net Stealing value.  
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In a perfect world I would have used team-specific average runners on base values, 
because teams with better pitching staffs aren’t at quite as much risk on nonSBadvs 
because there are typically fewer runners on base to advance than there are for teams with 
worse pitching staffs. At the end of the day I didn’t lose too much sleep over this because 
it was an approximation either way. It’s conceivable that a team that allowed very few 
runners on base was miraculously more prone to nonSBadvs with more runners on base 
or vice-versa so while the approximation would have theoretically been slightly better, it 
wasn’t a matter of life-or-death. 
 
Once I had weighted non-Stolen Base Advancements by multiplying it by the average 
number of runners on base, I simply added that value to Net Stealing to create Battery 
Allowed Baserunning.  
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So there you have it: Battery Allowed Baserunning (BAB). The last thing I want to talk 
about is its applications, shortcomings, and potential improvements.  
 
Applications: As I stated at the beginning, this statistic was originally conceived of in the 
search for a metric that measured the impact that a catcher (and eventually a battery) had 
on a team defensively. For now, I believe this stat belongs in the team defensive category 
for the same reason that outfield assists and double plays are measured in a team context, 
even though they only involve a couple of players: because it measures the 
skill/weakness the team as a whole has in this discipline. It could, theoretically, be used 
as an individual stat belonging to both the pitcher and catcher, although it would need to 
be understood that a tremendous confounding variable exists in the given player’s 
batterymate. One way mangers could use BAB is to help determine pitcher-catcher 
assignments. While lots of the time the catcher with the better bat will be behind the plate 
no matter what, this could show them which assignment would be best from a defensive 
perspective, and perhaps when that difference does or doesn’t outweigh the offensive 
difference. This would be one of the better uses of BAB because it depends on BAB’s 
distinguishing attribute, its measure of each battery’s combined performance. If a catcher 
is able to read a specific pitcher’s breaking ball especially well, their BAB value would 
reflect that. As a result, even if one catcher were better overall, BAB would indicate if a 
different catcher happens to work better with a given pitcher. Another possible 
managerial use would be to use Net Stealing to decide when to steal. In a tight game with 
a lights-out pitcher, a large Net Stealing value, combined with predictive measures that 
indicate low chance of success for the batter, could mean that trying to steal a base would 
be a statistically/probabilistically sound decision. Finally, BAB’s best use, in the team 
category, would be in all-encompassing calculations such as Pythagorean expectation4.
This is because it doesn’t account for the situation and such calculations measure overall 
offensive/defensive output regardless of situation. There is an expectation of moderate 
error for that exact reason.  
 
Shortcomings: As I ended my “Applications” section with, one main issue with the stat is 
that it doesn’t account for the importance of a given play on the outcome of the game. A 
balk-off (walk-off balk) and a wild pitch by a position player in the 9th inning of a 14-0 
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game are treated the same. Theoretically, a team’s BAB could be skewed by throwaway 
innings at the end of blowout games. The stealing part of the equation takes care of itself 
for the most part because most stealing occurs in tight games when a team needs an edge, 
but the nonSBadv part of the equation would need to be addressed. Additionally, more 
reliable information as to how many bases are taken on WPs, PBs, and BKs would 
greatly improve the accuracy of the statistic. My current strategy of using the average 
number of runners on base is actually ideal for a value statistic because it doesn’t 
discriminate against players based on how lucky/unlucky they were—based on how 
many runners were on base during nonSBadvs. However, BAB as it stands now is not a 
value statistic. Therefore, it would more effectively do its job of measuring the observed 
impact the battery has if the number of bases taken on nonSBadvs was more accurate. I 
also wasn’t able to account for extra bases taken on overthrows by either half of the 
battery on pickoffs or when throwing out runners. The difficulty is that while each 
overthrow that allows a runner to advance is scored an error, I don’t know of a way to 
differentiate between non-baserunning related errors, or errors that resulted in multiple 
bases being taken. Lastly, I haven’t found a good way to account for double steals. When 
a runner is thrown out on a double steal, the other does not get credit for a stolen base. 
While the battery certainly is not deserving of blame for this, the base taken is an 
observable influence that BAB intends to measure. Lastly, introducing weighting for the 
different bases (2nd, 3rd, or home) would also allow BAB to more accurately measure the 
influence that the allowed baserunning has on the game.  
 
Improvements: As it stands the unit for BAB is bases taken. To make it easier to read, 
this could be pretty easily converted to runs by dividing by four. (I must admit, I’m not 
positive on this one as I haven’t yet read up on how stats whose unit is runs are 
calculated. This just made intuitive sense to me. Judging by the run potential of a stolen 
base being 0.2, perhaps this I should actually divide by 5.) From there the unit could even 
be converted to wins and become a WAR5-like stat if plugged into the Pythagorean 
Expectation formula. (Again, not 100% positive this would work but it makes intuitive 
sense. I’ll look into it.) One possible way this statistic could measure individuals’ 
performances would be (ironically) to use the same strategy Stolen Base Runs Saved 
used that made me skeptical. Theoretically, a pitcher’s value could be determined by 
comparing how he performs with each catcher relative to how that catcher performs on 
average with all other pitchers. This average (weighted for number of pitches thrown to 
the given catcher) could determine a pitcher’s true value. That true value would be the 
average influence they have on their battery’s BAB (per 1000 pitches or something). The 
catcher’s true value could be calculated by working backwards, by taking the true value 
of each pitcher they have caught (the influence on their BAB they have endured from 
other pitchers) and subtracting that value (weighted by the number of pitches they have 
caught from each pitcher), from their total BAB. What would make this work better than 
what Stolen Base Runs Saved did is if catchers saw enough different pitchers to rule out 
the possibility that they looked good because their pitchers, on average, made them look 
disproportionately good. Just as Stolen Base Runs Saved needs sufficient variability in 
the catchers that pitchers throw to in order to have statistic validity, for this to work for 
BAB catchers would need sufficient variability in the pitchers they catch.  
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Finally, for fun, here are the five best and worst BAB, Net Stealing, and nonSBadv 
seasons, by a team since 2003 (not including this current season). Do keep in mind that 
while I included the primary catcher for each team, each of these statistics measures both 
the pitcher and catcher and thus is not an accurate reflection of the contributions 
exclusively by the catcher. I just included the catcher because they are catching for a 
much higher percentage of the season than any pitcher is pitching.  
 
Top 5 Best BAB Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team     BAB     Primary Catcher 
2008 Oakland Athletics ……………-28.79…………………….…..Kurt Suzuki 
2004 Oakland Athletics …………….7.04………………………….Damian Miller 
2005 San Francisco Giants …………10.67……………………...…Mike Matheny 
2012 Philadelphia Phillies ………….12.12……………………..….Carlos Ruiz 
2005 Detroit Tigers ………………...16.91……………………..….Ivan Rodriguez 
 
Top 5 Worst BAB Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team     BAB          Primary Catcher 
2007 San Diego Padres …………….214.32…………….Josh Bard 
2010 New York Yankees …………..185.96………….…Francisco Cervelli/Jorge Posada 
2014 Colorado Rockies …………….177.41…………….Wilin Rosario 
2008 Baltimore Orioles …………….177.39…………….Ramon Hernandez 
2012 Pittsburgh Pirates …………….175.71……………Rod Barajas 
 
 
Top 5 Best Net Stealing Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team       Net Stealing        Primary Catcher 
2008 Oakland Athletics ………-87.50………………………………..Kurt Suzuki 
2004 Oakland Athletics ………-73.84………………………………..Damian Miller 
2005 Detroit Tigers …………..-69.35………………………………...Ivan Rodriguez 
2003 Los Angeles Dodgers …..-62.08………………………………...Paul Lo Duca 
2007 Seattle Mariners ………..-57.95……………………….………..Kenji Johjima 
 
Top 5 Worst Net Stealing Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team       Net Stealing            Primary Catcher 
2007 San Diego Padres ……….134.60…………………………..Josh Bard 
2012 Pittsburgh Pirates ……….97.44……………………………Rod Barajas 
2006 San Diego Padres ……….88.93……………………………Mike Piazza 
2009 Boston Red Sox ………...87.40…………………………....Jason Varitek 
2008 San Diego Padres ……….77.70…………………………....Nick Hundley/Josh Bard 
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Top 5 Best Non-Stolen Base Advancement Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team       nonSBadv            Primary Catcher 
2005 Cleveland Indians ............36 ………………………………Victor Martinez 
2010 Philadelphia Phillies ........37 ………………………………Carlos Ruiz 
2004 San Diego Padres ………38……………………………….Ramon Hernandez 
2008 Houston Astros …………39……………………………….Brad Ausmus 
2009 Philadelphia Phillies…….40………………………….……Carlos Ruiz 
 
Top 5 Worst Non-Stolen Base Advancement Seasons Since 2003 
 
Team       nonSBadv             Primary Catcher 
2012 Colorado Rockies ………122………………………………Wilin Rosario 
2009 Kansas City Royals …….109………………………………Miguel Olivo 
2010 Colorado Rockies ………104………………………………Miguel Olivo 
2006 Kansas City Royals …….104………………………………John Buck 
2010 Los Angeles Angels ……102………………………………Jeff Mathis/Mike Napoli 
 
1http://www.fangraphs.com/library/defense/uzr/ 
2http://www.hardballtimes.com/another-one-bites-the-dust 
3http://www.fangraphs.com/library/defense/catcher-defense/ 
4http://www.baseball-reference.com/bullpen/Pythagorean_Theorem_of_Baseball 
5http://www.fangraphs.com/library/misc/war 


